J30 jeep

Posted By: Savage Camper. With both a passion for Jeeps and camping, curiosity led me to
start wondering, what Jeep camping gear options are out there? The typical Jeep owner
obviously loves the outdoors, and probably loves to camp too. The ActionCamper appears to
have lots of storage and enough room for two to sleep. One really cool Jeep camping accessory
is the Overlander Awning by Smittybilt. One can only imagine how handy this would be on a hot
day! With easy setup, the awning comes in 2 sizes: 6. Some of the features include:. The JL30
hardtop model is designed for models. Some of the features that come with this cool Jeep
camper worth noting, include:. These little tent trailers appear to be able to handle off-road no
problem as Tentrax says they can easily be towed to remote off-road camp sites. Like their J30
pop up, the J camper is made with lightweight composite materials which they say minimize
impact on handling while decreasing noise. The Jeep tent has low-current interior LED lighting.
When closed, the hardtop camper has a low, streamlined profile to minimize wind noise and
maintain gas mileage. You can still get parts for these campers through the manufacturer. The
tent mounts to a roof rack and unfolds easily in minutes. Folds up with all your bedding in it to
free up storage elsewhere. Optional annex provides added space and protection from the
elements. Other options include a retractable awning and purpose designed roof rack cage. The
tent is also mountable to the rear or side of a vehicle or trailer. Comes with a sturdy, retractable
aluminum latter and lots of other goodies. View more roof rack tents. Before getting your hopes
up with this sleek looking Jeep camper with fold-out tent top, I have to inform you that
EarthRoamer discontinued this model in so they could focus their development resources on
hard-shell models for other 4-wheel drive trucks, as stated on their website. However, they still
feature the camper on their website. This Jeep camper trailer which no longer appears to be in
production, so check for used models sports lightweight, all-aluminum construction and is
designed to look like the back half of a Jeep. Not only is it a shade soft top for your favorite â€”
present day Wrangler, the Jammock Jeep Hammock can handle up to 2 people and lbs. What a
great way to easily take a load off on the trail, without having set up any gear â€” just park
under a tree, kick back and relax. Please send me info on any and all jeep wrangler attachments
such as campers, tents, hammocks, speakers, grills, coolers, navigatigon, televisions and so
on. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Jeep
Camping Gear. Cornelius Snider September 22, at pm Reply. Leave a comment Cancel reply
Your email address will not be published. This site uses cookies to provide you with a great
user experience. By using Savage Camper, you accept our use of cookies. Thank you.
JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to
turn on Javascript in your browser. This hard top is a complete replacement, made through
infused composite construction to save weight. It also insulates the interior, dampens noise and
won't corrode. Hard top prices depend on final configuration, options chosen, customization,
and do not include sales tax of 8. Installation or shipping is available on request for extra
charge. Select customize and add to cart to build create an exact quote for a camper, and save
to wishlist to review later. The store will not work correctly in the case when cookies are
disabled. Skip to the end of the images gallery. Skip to the beginning of the images gallery. Be
the first to review this product. Customize and Add to Cart. Shell Body Color Selection: Choose
a selection Roof Top Color Selection: Choose a selection Roof Rack Selection Choose a
selection Rear Wiper and Defrost Choose a selection Solar Charging System Selection Choose
a selection Side Awning Selection Choose a selection Rear Awning Options Choose a selection
Installation or Shipping Choose a selection Helena St. Lucia St. Martin St. Outlying Islands U.
Shipping Cost. Your Customization. Add to Cart. This product is available with Ursa Minor
Vehicles? Only registered users can write reviews. Please Sign in or create an account. Go to
Checkout. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site,
be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. While the easy operation, low weight and fast set
up remain the same as our JK series, this is a totally new camper designed specifically for the
new JL version. Hard top prices will depend on final configuration, options chosen,
customization, and do not include sales tax of 8. Installation or shipping is available on request
for extra charge. Select options to quote a camper, with an account the order can be saved to
the wish list for review later. The store will not work correctly in the case when cookies are
disabled. Skip to the end of the images gallery. Skip to the beginning of the images gallery. Be
the first to review this product. Customize and Add to Cart. Notes Current order lead times are 6
to 7 months out from date of order. As we work through the backlog, we are expanding our
output to meet increased demand, and hope to improve the turnaround. Please factor this
longer lead time as you plan an order and any following adventures! The top is a complete
replacement top, you can sell or store your existing Jeep hard or soft top. Shell Body Color
Selection: Choose a selection Roof Top Color Selection: Choose a selection Side Awning
Selection Choose a selection Rear Awning Selection Choose a selection Installation or Shipping

Choose a selection Helena St. Lucia St. Martin St. Outlying Islands U. Shipping Cost. Your
Customization. Add to Cart. This product is available with Ursa Minor Vehicles? Only registered
users can write reviews. Please Sign in or create an account. Go to Checkout. This is then..
There are no interior photos of this Jeep, unfortunately. The seller has it listed as having 31,
miles but I think they may have read the odometer incorrectly, it sure looks like , to me. And, it
was the 13,th Jeep J made that year. Is anyone into these Jeep pickups? Definitely a
QuadraTrac as were all 74 auto;s no matter what engine. Still they are fantastic pickups from a
time when trucks were trucks and no luxury vehicles. Quadra trac was an option. Standard
transfer case was a Dana Dana 60 rear axle with a dana 44 front. Most one tons have a dana 60
front axle as well. Not an option, sorry. If you had a slushbox you had a QuadraTrac. The only
case option was whether or not you ticked the low range box on the build sheet. The
QuadraTrac, btw, was an amazing transfer case. Very under rated transfer case. You must not
be a truck guyâ€¦â€¦. If you really like the older generation grilles it could probably be changed
fairly easily. Behind that chrome grill the original sheet metal is still there! Probably all that is
needed would be the outside grille panel. The front end Scotty likes is the Kaiser Jeep Gladiator
line, and was a lot different than these, quality wise. Not the best Jeeps out there. I have owned
a bunch of this platform jeep products. They are small comared with a suburban, and did get
terrible fuel economy, less towing power than a good small block, parts were much more
expensive. I have never been a fan of the AMC build quality. The started putting big engines in
them about the time smog laws became an issue so the engines never were able to realize there
potential. I am not a ford guy but all big 3 vehicles built to compete in this type are better to use,
larger, better towing, better parts availability, just as robust, better fuel economy and just
cheeper to own if really,used. Ride was terrible! A friend had one,copper in color but this same
truck. We used it to haul firewood on his farm,it had side boards on it and we would stack green
oak on it up past the top of the cab and the damned thing bearly sat down on the springs but it
rode fairly well with a load on itâ€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦it was a tough truckâ€¦â€¦â€¦. I had a J20, I
believe. You are right tho. Those things were tanks!!! Picked up a pallet of concrete, they put it
in the back with a forklift. Another time I saw a guy down the road clearing a wooded lot to build
a house. Asked him what he was going to do with all the wood, as I could use it for my fireplace.
He had a fairly new Silverado that he used to trailer in an ATV. He was using the Atv to trailer
out the wood, in small quantities that the Atv could handle. I suggested just driving my truck in
and load it there. We loaddd that truck up above the roof of the cab, figured there was well over
a ton in there, bumper had dropped about 2 inches. Drove that truck right back out same way I
came in, went home and dumped it my yard, then went back for a second equally large load.
Guy figured I saved him hours with those two trips, compared to how many he would have had
to make with his Atv! Had one in Upper Michigan many years ago. Drove and rode like a truck.
Poor thing had rusted to the bone by the time I got her. Plywood on the floors during the winter.
Had a good heater, but was really bad on gas mileage. Check the Toronado for my comments
about cars in Idaho and Montana. I bet it would be a great buy. My buddy also had a copper
colored one that had the 6 cyl in it 3 on the tree with locking hubs. That thing would go thru
anything and never quit. Loads of torque and pushing capabilities. It was a spartan work truck
not built for comfort but pure work. Most of you these days forget what a work truck is because
now the are all Cadillacs and cost 50 grand. The six was much better on gas and had more
torque. They are mostly 4 doors with a short box, and as luxurious as a Cadillac. Older Gladiator
grill bolts right up one hanging in garage. Also can add extra set of headlamps or driving lights.
Great trucks! I have a 76 jeep j20 complete rebuild from flywheel to cooling sys lot of money put
in this machine but when it gets past it shuts off vapor locks any susgustions. Don't post your
car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or
subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No
thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Scotty Gilbertson. Like This?
Get Our Daily Email. Comments wuzjeepnowsaab. The only case option was whether or not you
ticked the low range box on the build sheet The QuadraTrac, btw, was an amazing transfer case.
Dave Wright. Now that is a truck. Dennis M. Howard A Member. LMAO 2. Bruce Best. DM
DeLuka. I have a 76 jeep j20 complete rebuild from flywheel to cooling sys lot of money put in
this machine but when it gets past it shuts off vapor locks any susgustions 1. Frequency: Daily.
Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying
Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free
View Limit Reached! The J30 was the primary reason we purchased a Jeep, rather than a
4Runner, or Tundra. When we were buying ours, we found some of the options on Ursa Minors
website do not have a description, so we wanted to help answer some common questions we
get and help you decide on what to order! It is a complete roof replacement for your Jeep JKU
and is designed to be lighter, more durable and more integrated into the Jeep than other rooftop

tents. John, one of the founders, is awesome, helpful and incredibly friendly. He answered every
question we had before and after we installed our J The Ursa Minor J30 transforms your Jeep
into a live-able go anywhere vehicle. The J30 is built incredibly well. Ursa Minor Vehicles has an
eye for detail and it shows throughout the J The Ursa Minor adds about 10 inches to the height
over the stock Jeep. The J30 is constructed of a composite top with sturdy UV stable polymer
sidewalls. These sidewalls are lined with a bed liner, line-x, and give the plastic a durable finish
while the top is finished with a white marine gel-coat. The topper is open with lb gas springs
and the tent canvas is made out of a water resistant fabric called Sunbrella. With the topper
open, you just push the panels up and enter the J30 from where the passenger seats are. The
top is covered with these foam mats as a mattress. In the future, we might add some memory
foam. The setup time for the Ursa Minor is about 2 minutes and is incredibly simple. Unlatching
two stainless steel buckles and pulling on a release inside the rear of the Jeep, you release the
topper. Pull up from the rear and the lb gas springs assist in opening the topper to its full
height. The takedown process is equally as simple completed in the reverse order, the only
added complexity is ensuring the canvas is tucked into the shell before shutting and latching.
For Sabrina and I, there is enough room in the topper for the both of us and some low profile
gear. Once the topper is open, you enter the tent top from where the rear seats are. There is a
small climb required to get up into the topper. We sleep with our heads facing the rear of the
jeep, which gives us room to sit up. Theres a little room between the topper and the top of the
jeep, so we keep both of our sleeping bags up there. When we were building our J30 out, we
wish we had more info on the options they offer and whether or not they add value for us. Ursa
Minor is currently working on a J30 popup camper for the Jeep JL and are taking pre-orders
here. Prices are accurate from the date of this posting but Ursa Minor occasionally updates their
prices and offerings to reflect supply. You can see their offerings here! The Ursa Minor is
comprised of two main parts, the shell is the lower half which is bolted directly to the Jeep. Ursa
Minor offers a few options for the rooftop finish. We went with the standard, complete marine
gel-coat finish, which looks quite nice with the white jeep! Both sides of the Ursa Minor have the
option to add windows to the rear quarter panels. The standard option that comes with the Ursa
Minor is a solid quarter panel with the line-x finish. See below under modifications to see how
we turned this area into external storage. The Ursa Minor can support a rooftop rack, so you can
still take your gear with you! Ursa Minor will install the mounts between Yakima or Thule. We
installed our own system on the roof, but it took a lot of work. There is the option to have USB
and a normal 12v cigarette style outlet added to the upstairs tent sleeping area. These are
incredibly useful as they allow you to charge your phone through the night and plug in a small
fan during the summer months. Our recommendation is to get both. Pulling the mattress back a
bit, you see a voltmeter on the passenger side, which can be switched on. Optionally, on the
driver side, you get a 12v outlet and two USB chargers. These are perfect for charging your
devices overnight. Since the Ursa Minor replaces your entire Jeep roof, it extends over the
driver seat. This option is to add USB power and a 12v cigarette style outlet to the head board
above the rearview mirror. These have been helpful when powering gadgets mounted to the
windows, such as an extra iPhone for our hotspot, and a dash-cam. Headline power options
include a voltmeter, 12v outlet and USB charging ports. We store our park passes, maps, post
cards, pens, and misc receipts in the pouches and zipper. We use ours daily, but consider this
an optional purchase. The headline organizer comes with two organizers, one on the driver and
another on the passenger side. There are also two zippers which give enough room for larger
maps. The center area is a velcro fabric, which is great for displaying patches. These are bright
and helpful when loading or unloading the Jeep, or providing some lighting to the interior. Rear
lighting is helpful for night loading, and giving a bit more interior light at night. Since its always
dirty, we can never see out the back window anyways, so we opted not to get this and have no
regrets. We passed on this option since 60 watts is a small panel and not great value.
Depending on the size and weight of your awning Ursa Minor recommends 2 brackets for
smaller, lighter awnings, and 4 brackets to support larger awnings. ARB does sell these
brackets separately, although the J30 has to be lifted off the vehicle to get enough clearance to
install. If we could do it over again, we would have installed 4 brackets on the driver side, and
expanded to the passenger side when needed. Side awning mounts can be purchased and
installed yourself, but allows attachment of any number of awnings. The awning mounts let you
affix an ARB awning and room attachment. Really handy when camping with friends! Unlike the
side awning mounts, these rear mounts must be installed at the time of assembly and Ursa
Minor does not sell these independently, thus, if you ever want to include an ARB to the
backside of your Jeep, then you need to get the brackets installed. That being said, we love our
ARB , but have only found a reason to use it twice in the past year. The awning is easily
attached to the brackets if you want to purchase the awning at a later time. Optional rear awning

mounts come pre-installed and have to be installed from the factory. Shipping the Ursa Minor
across the country is no joke. Its huge, heavy and requires special handling. Ursa Minor actually
builds a wooden shipping container just for the topper. The price to ship will vary depending
how far away you are from San Diego. Its pretty much the same price to ship it to you as it is to
pay California sales tax. Shipment Notice â€” Jeep J30 Installation Guide. You will need a forklift
with a loading dock to get the J30 off the shipping truck. This has to be arranged before the J30
is shipped. It is no joke, its a big, 10 foot by 6 foot wooden crate. Everyones overland and living
needs are a bit different. The Ursa Minor is a great base platform for these modifications. The
modifications we made were used to optimize space in and around the Jeep utilizing the Ursa
Minor. Since theres two of us in the Jeep, we need as much interior space as possible. We
added these rails to the outside of our jeep to add external storage. These rails provide a
flexible secure way to add equipment, tie downs and attachments to the Ursa Minor body. We
wrote a separate post about how we installed these rails here. Just finished the rails along the J
The storage will be coming soon! Having solar power on top of the Ursa Minor is a great way to
keep our dual battery system topped off. By installing it yourself, you can control the number of
panels and do it for a fraction of the price Ursa Minor would have charged. Its not an easy job by
any means, but a w solar panel will top off your batteries! The Yakima rails we installed are on
an adjustable track system. We installed a Yakima rail system on top of the Ursa Minor. We
installed rails, rather than fixed anchor points, so its adjustable with the BaseLine towers and
CoreBar. There is no formal storage or holding area in the top of the Ursa Minor. This is
annoying at night when we want to put our glasses, phone, or wallet somewhere. Getting a
cargo net helps keep cables, glasses and other misc items off the bed when we sleep. After you
add any kind of weight on top of the Ursa Minor, the standard gas coils that come with the Ursa
Minor wont be able to open the topper up anymore. Knowing this, Ursa Minor sells upgraded
gas coils to help offset the extra weight. The gas springs are a pain to swap out on your own,
but really help out with the extra weight and in cold temperatures. Adventure Trailer offers an
awesome propane tank mount, thats installed on the side of any Jeep hardtop. The mount is
designed to hold 5lb propane canisters. We found a Pelican fits perfectly on the bracket as well!
AT propane bracket with Pelican box attached. Ursa Minor Vehicles makes every effort to make
the entire purchasing process easy. John and the entire company is professional and quick to
answer any question you might have. If we forgot anything, or you still have questions before
deciding, leave a comment below! National Parks Journal Tips. The Jeep Build. Ursa Minor J
Buyers Guide. It makes for a great work platform! Join The Adventure! We help you plan your
next adventure by showing you the best hikes, sights and things to do in your National Parks!
Wesley Vance I've always been infatuated with travel, adventure and building cool things. I'm
the lead driver and a web and mobile developer by trade. Great info! Planning on a new JL
Rubicon this year and this is tremendously helpful! Thank you! This is a really n
1998 chevy silverado power steering pump diagram
pure bronze
rib relay wiring diagram
ice web site. It very clearly lays out your design ideas. Good on you both for camping! I believe
all camping is a compromise and compromise makes for better human beings! Thanks for your
kind words â€” we love our lifestyle and hope you found our content helpful! Did you match
your UM with a Rubicon? Hey Ray â€” thanks for reaching out! We ultimately did add a 2. Great
website and good advice!!!! How did you outfit the inside of your jeep? Do you have a sink or
shower in the jeep? Any water storage? Do you and your partner fit in the top OK? Is there
enough room to sleep for two or does one sleep above and another below? Hey Bob, thanks for
your comment and reaching out! Post a Comment. Subscribe to email updates? Leave a
Comment. Current Location. Follow Us! OB Coded with by Wes Vance. This site may contain
affiliate links, if you buy something through one of those links, you wont pay anything
additional, but we will get a small commission, which helps us continue to produce content.

